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Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide Volume 41
Describes and lists the values of popular collectible comics and graphic novels
issued from the 1950s to today, providing tips on buying, collecting, selling,
grading, and caring for comics and including a section on related toys and rings.
Collectors have trusted the Overstreet name for 45 years, and now Gemstone
Publishing's new "How To" series expands further with a trip to the cinema in The
Overstreet Guide To Collecting Movie Posters. From beginner steps in
purchasing, displaying, storing and grading your movie posters, to advanced
insight in how to collect by stars, directors, series and genre, and from identifying
different standard types of movie posters to evaluating the stars and film
properties with long term mass appeal, the guide book also spotlights great
poster artists from Drew Struzan and Jack Davis to Saul Bass and Robert
McGinnis.
Since 1970, the name "Overstreet" has symbolized a vast knowledge of
American comic books. While The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide helps you
learn about comic values, this book teaches you the importance of condition (a
factor that is often the key to real collectability) and how to grade accurately. The
Overstreet Guide To Grading Comics includes the 10-point grading system, as
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well as exhaustive descriptions of Primary and Split Grades. It spotlights each
grade with more than 200 full-color images in all, as well as articles on storage,
preservation, and restoration, a look at the independent, third-party grading
companies, and much more! Available for the first time ever in a hardcover
edition!
A story over a year in the making and set into motion with Infinite Frontier #0,
Fear State begins! Batman played into the hands of the Scarecrow, who has
unleashed a coordinated attack on Gotham City through his manipulation of
Simon Saint and Peacekeeper-01! But there are other forces at work with the
emergence of an Anti-Oracle spreading fake news across all channels and
inciting terror and violence on the streets of Gotham! Backup: Clownhunter has
turned down help from Batman, Leslie Thompkins, the Red Hood, and everyone
else who has offered it to him, thinking that he can handle being a vigilante on
the streets of Gotham City by himself. But when he takes a shot at fighting the
Scarecrow one-on-one, he’ll learn very quickly how much in this city he’s not
ready for yet. NEW HERO - PEACEKEEPER X!
Since 1970, only one comic book price guide has been dubbed "the Bible" for
casual and die-hard collectors alike. While others have come and gone, The
Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide has maintained its stature as the premiere
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reference source for the hobby, covering more than a century of comic book
history. The essential tool for collectors and investors, the Guide is highly
regarded for its well-researched pricing, in-depth historical information, and
incomparable insights into the marketplace. If you have a comic book collection
or are thinking about starting one, you simply can't do without this book! This
30th Anniversary Edition Includes: The most complete record of existing comic
books from the 1800s to the present Redesigned feature sections for greater
clarity and easy reference Market reports by Robert M. overstreet and the
Overstreet advisors network Exclusive feature articles on the origin and history of
EC Comics, now celebrating the 50th anniversary of the "New Trend" titles,
including interviews with Overstreet cover artists Al Feldstein and Al Williamson!
Exclusive 30th anniversary feature looking back at the birth of a comic book fan,
the first-ever article written for the Guide by Robert M. Overstreet himself! Up-todate directory of comic book fan wbsites Tips about collecting, grading and caring
for your comics All-new additions to Overstreet Hall of Fame, key sales lists, and
exhaustive indices And much, much more!
Since the first film debuted in 1977, Star Wars has dominated the collecting
landscape like no other franchise. With record prices set in world of action
figures, and the spirited pursuit of movie posters, comic books, video games,
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novels and other niches showing no end in sight, the team behind The Overstreet
Comic Book Price Guide has turned its attention to The Overstreet Price Guide
To Star Wars Collectibles. In addition to detailed pricing, this volume will be
packed with insights and collecting tips from experienced enthusiasts, dealers
and more!
Celebrate the landmark 50th anniversary of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide with this
special facsimile edition of the famous, rare blue cover 1971 edition, the second printing of the
first Guide from 1971, complete with minor corrections and additional vintage advertisements.
How different were things back then? Action Comics #1, now worth more than $3 million, was
the most expensive listed comic in 1971 for just $300! And that's just one example!
"The Official Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide" offers a complete record of existing comic
books from the 1800s to the present, indexed, illustrated, and priced according to condition. of
color photos. 1,500 b&w photos.
The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight Detective. Batman. Over eight decades what began as
a simple comic book concept in the pages of Detective Comics #27 has grown into an iconic
cultural institution. In addition to mainstays such as Detective, Batman, Brave and the Bold,
Legends of the Dark Knight, Shadow of the Bat, and Batman and the Outsiders, his adventures
have launched scores of one-shots, mini-series, and graphic novels. They've also spawned a
hit TV show, multiple cartoon interpretations, feature films, video games and more. The team
behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide brings you a detailed looking at the
collectibles, Batman's key adventures, and the creators behind them.
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Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them
A definitive resource draws on the expertise of a leading expert and dedicated collector,
providing more than 12,000 actual-size illustrations for identification and a complete market
review that explains how to obtain, grade and classify a personal collection. Original.
The 50-year history of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is documented and celebrated
in this lush history of book collectors and dealers alike have called "The Bible" of the comic
book industry. Veteran collectors, historians, dealers, and Bob Overstreet himself detail the
story of the Guide's early days and its importance to the vibrant comic book market that exists
today. Includes vintage concept art, ad materials, a cover gallery spanning five decades, the
complete Overstreet Hall of Fame, and more.

Discover the essential facts about Marvel Comics' timeless heroes and villains-from
Captain America, Spider-Man, and Iron Man to Thanos, Loki, and Kingpin-with an
introduction by the legendary Stan Lee. This is the "book that mankind has been
hungering for," says American comic book writer, editor, publisher, and producer, Stan
Lee, "a book that is-now and forever-a shining beacon of wonder, a titanic tribute to
talent unleashed." With this new edition of DK's best-selling Marvel Encyclopedia, keep
up with the ever-expanding Marvel Universe. Updated and expanded, find out vital
information and secret histories for more than 1,200 Marvel characters-from classics to
brand new ones-while getting the lowdown on recent key events, including Civil War 2,
Secret Empire, and Infinity Countdown. From iconic teams-such as the Avengers, XMen, and Guardians of the Galaxy-to fan favorites-Black Panther, Deadpool, and
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Captain Marvel to rising stars Amadeus Cho, Squirrel Girl and the Exiles-every
significant Marvel character is showcased with the latest comic artwork. Meticulously
researched, expertly written, and stunningly illustrated, the Marvel Encyclopedia boasts
newly commissioned cover art by one of Marvel's hottest up-and-coming talents. This
unique, in-depth, and accessible encyclopedia is an indispensable guide to Marvel
Comics that devoted fans and newcomers alike will return to time and again. © 2020
MARVEL
The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide Volume 50 - Spider-Man/SpawnGemstone
Publishing
The guide every comic collector must have, with all of the updated facts and figures
from the ultimate authority on comic book values. And, with its mini-dimensions, it's
easy to carry at all times for quick reference. Includes a schedule of comic conventions.
The Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians marks its Golden
Anniversary with The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #50, complete with new
prices, new feature articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of Fame, new market
reports and more. Find out why the Guide has been trusted for five decades!
Spawn/Spider-Man crossover cover by acclaimed artist Todd McFarlane, recently
recognized bythe Guinness Book of World Records!
Introducing the launch of the second new monthly title spinning out of the SPAWN
UNIVERSE, with one of the most popular characters in the entire SPAWN mythology!
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This book contains three separate GUNSLINGER stories, each taking a look at his
journey through timeÑfrom the wild, wild west to the 21st century. Will his 200-year-old
past come back to haunt him as he navigates the strange world of 2021? Get ready for
the past and present to collide in this new ongoing title!
Appealing to the casual comic book reader as well as the hardcore graphic novel fan,
this ultimate AtoZ compendium describes everyone’s favorite participants in the eternal
battle between good and evil. With nearly 200 entries examining more than 1,000
heroes, icons and their place in popular culture, it is the first comprehensive profile of
superheroes across all media, following their path from comic book stardom to radio,
television, movies, and novels. The best-loved and most historically significant
superheroes—mainstream and counterculture, famous and forgotten, best and
worst—are presented with numerous full-color illustrations, including dozens of classic
comic covers. Each significant era of the superhero is explored—from the Golden Age of
the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s through the Modern Age—providing a unique perspective
of the role of the hero over the course of the 20th century and beyond. This latest
edition has been revised to reflect updates on existing characters, coverage of new
characters, and recent films and media trends in the last several years.
Batman's 80th anniversary, Zorro's 100th anniversary from Toth the McGregor, and a
remembrance of Stan Lee are included in the highlights of The Overstreet Comic Book
Price Guide #49 as the Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians
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returns with its newest edition! The Guide has been your source for new prices, new
feature articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of Fame, new market reports and
more. Cover features The Joker and some of Batman's deadliest foes.
Presents 2011-2012 pricing information for thousands of comic books, a market review
and forecast, tips for grading and maintaining a collection, more than two thousand
black and white illustrations, and essays by experts on various topics.
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling
them.
One of the most influential comic book artists ever, Jim Steranko, brings his compelling
mastery of the art form to the cover of the book that has been the Bible of serious
collectors, dealers and enthusiasts since 1970! Steranko's take on Batman covers the
new prices, new feature articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of Fame, market
reports and more.
Featuring up-to-date pricing and comprehensive information, this "bible" for all
collectors includes a complete record of existing comic books from the 1800s to the
present. Illustrations.
"Comics from the 1500s-present included, fully illustrated catalogue & evaluation guide"
-- Title page.
As The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide kicks off its sixth decade, the Bible of serious
comic book collectors, dealers and historians returns with its 51st edition. In addition to the
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latest prices, the Guide will feature an extensive array of market reports that break down the
marketplace's incredible boom during COVID-19! We take a look at Dick Tracy's 90th
anniversary, how disabilities have been portrayed in comics, the latest inductees for The
Overstreet Hall of Fame, and more. Static/Hardware cover by Denys Cowan & Bill Sienkiewicz.
Written by the ultimate authority on comic book values, this expanded and updated guide lists
over 80,000 prices for all mainstream comic books published in America--from 1901 to the
present day. Includes photos, a listing of comic book shops, marketing tips and publication
dates. Illustrated. (Antiques/Collectibles)
Celebrate the landmark 40th edition of the comic collector''s Bible! Since 1970, the Overstreet
Comic Book Price Guide has been the definitive guide for comic collectors and dealers alike.
New collectors and seasoned enthusiasts will find all new insights, features, and data, along
with the most comprehensive listing of comics and all-new entries in the Overstreet Hall of
Fame. Eisner Award-winning artist Darwyn Cooke (DC: The New Frontier) supplies the
Captain America cover.
The highly collectible world of lost universes gets a brand-new specially focused edition of The
Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide that also serves as a Photo-Journal of all the books listed.
From in-depth looks at the original Milestone and Valiant to Tower's T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents
and Charlton's superheroes, and from Topp's Kirbyverse and the MLJ/Archie heroes to
Malibu's Ultraverse and Marvel's New Universe, this full-color book dives deep into AtlasSeaboard, Comics Greatest World, Continuity, Defiant, Future Comics, Triumphant and more.
Not only is packed with images and prices, but it also includes creator and collector interviews
and insights.
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